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ØMajor challenge for CMTPL business addressed               
70 years ago in a way deserving a Nobel Prize

Ø Praise to the fundamental principle of the Green 
Card system

Ø It works today, demonstrating its efficiency by 
integration of very often historically, politically, 
legally and economically heterogeneous countries, 
e.g.:

   Luxembourg and Russia; Iran and Israel;     UK and Tunisia, 
etc. 
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No magic – all great is simple! 
• Claims settlement abroad under the legislation of the 
country of accident 

• You issue a domestic policy, which works by the rules 
of                   a country of victim

• Around 50 countries/bureaux in the system, which 
guarantee :

• - mutual policies recognition; 
• - claims settlement for foreigners in your country;
• - payments reimbursement by foreign liable insurer.
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Full relax now and ahead? 
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1. Inside chal lenges – mainly ident i f ied and 
addressed

-   consti tut ional reform to combine various 
activities managed by CoB under one the roof 

2. Outside challenges – 
-   new entrants;
- new technologies. 
Are they addressed adequately?
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No way!!! 



 Well functioning system is attractive for various 
potential new entrants as an integration tool

but!
Limited and quite peculiar geographical scope: 

The geographical scope of the Green Card System extends 
to the countries lying to the West of the Ural Mountains and 
the Caspian Sea as well as to the countries bordering the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

Do we need in today globalization environment 
to stick to such limits?  6

1st challenge – globalization and 
intensification of traffic flows



European members of the Green Card system
Non-European members of the Green Card system
Would-be eligible members
Why not?

1st challenge – globalization and 
intensification of traffic flows
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2nd challenge – global business digitalization

Adherence to “old and good” (rather not too good) paper 
Green Card and outdated means of communication 

• problems with false cards;

• long insurance validity confirmation based on physical 
presence of paper card or its copy instead of use of 
electronic databases;

• two different systems inside one: EEA and non-EEA 
bureaux
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“Milk is better for 
health than vodka”. 



   2nd challenge – global business digitalization

What can we do?
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1. To encourage online databases in all bureaux as a compulsory 
system standard 

- at the 1st stage for new members;
- at the 2nd stage for all in steps.

2. To encourage use of web public access tools for validity confirmation. 
- at the 1st stage making it legally equal to traditional mail request;
- at the 2nd stage making it compulsory for all dependent on databases 

introduction schedule

3. Finally, to encourage claims handling online monitoring systems 
between bureaux. 



What we achieve? 
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1. No paper cards - no false cards in principle.

2. Immediate validity confirmation via web public access  – 
speed up of claims handling.

3. Adequate claims management . Clear picture for 
adequate reserving.

4. Insurance checks by frontier authorities via web public 
access – speed up of traffic flows.

5. Erasure of inside differences.



Final conclusion 
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CoB going through a constitutinal reform can use 
its momentum right now to open the doors wide:

• for the world around us;

• for modern technologies;

• f o r  u s  t h emse l v e s  i n s i d e  t o  e l im i n a t e 
unnecessary differences. 
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Let us work on that together!

Thank you for the attention!


